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ABSTRACT

Advantageous for its speed and far less data requirements, the Capacitance-Resistance Model has been successfully applied to waterflood performance prediction and optimization, gas flood optimization and reservoir characterization. In this study, a diagnostic plot and an iterative workflow that incorporates geological and well data with calibrated CRM results, were developed for depicting injector-producer communication, thereby characterizing a reservoir of interest. These were validated using three synfield cases. Thereafter, two selected faults in a Far East Oil Field (FEOF) were characterized and sealing baffles identified around these faults. Based on the results, one fault had several sections with varying degrees of communication and sealing baffles on either side of the fault. The second fault was mostly sealing with no sealing baffles on either side. The new diagnostic plot and workflow also quality-checked interwell connectivities from calibrated CRM, thereby substantially improving the fault characterization process. With far fewer and readily available data from oilfields, reduced physics models like CRM and the Diagnostic Plots are tools for cost-effective and speedy reservoir characterization, and to corroborate results of Interference and Tracer Tests, as well as 4D Seismic.

1. Introduction

Ample characterization of a reservoir using all available data, is paramount in several processes in oil and gas operations, such as selection of optimal development strategies in each development stage, as well as predicting future performance of the reservoir (Ertekin et al., 2001; Sayyafzadeh et al., 2011; Yousefi et al., 2019). The conventional approach to reservoir characterization is tedious, computationally expensive and time-consuming, involving complicated geophysical, geological, petrophysical and PVT data, as well as the selection of “representative” geological models, reservoir simulations and history-matching (Cao et al., 2014; Kaviani et al., 2012; Mamghaderi and Pourafshary, 2013).

Reservoir properties between wells can be inferred and/or quantified via interwell communication (Kaviani et al., 2012; Ogali and Orodu, 2020). Flooding schemes have historically been used to understand interwell communication and identify flow barriers and high-permeability flow paths between wells (Izgec and Kabir, 2012; Yousefi et al., 2019). Streamline simulations have been used to obtain well allocation factors, quantify interwell connectivities and consequently, characterize reservoirs (Batycky et al., 2008; Thiele et al., 2010; Thiele and Batycky, 2003). However, they are also time-consuming, computationally expensive, and sensitive to some data sets (Sayyafzadeh et al., 2011).

Identifying faults and flow barriers in the reservoir of interest and adequately quantifying the transmissibilities across these barriers and their extents enable proper evaluation of fluid flow directions within the reservoir. Thus, they are crucial in reservoir characterization (Mohammadaly et al., 2018; Pouladi et al., 2018). Faults are typically sealing or non-sealing. Sealing faults completely stop lateral flow, while non-sealing (or leaky) faults reduce the cross-fault rate of flow. This is because, the transmissibilities across non-sealing faults are typically less than undisturbed permeable strata (Ogali and Orodu, 2020; Pouladi et al., 2018; Yaxley, 1987).

The throw of non-sealing faults tends to be insufficient to cause complete separation of permeable strata (Pouladi et al., 2018; Yaxley, 1987). However, the “sealability” of a fault cannot be adequately assessed using fault throw (Zhang et al., 2011). Although fault characteristics are commonly presented as similar over the fault plane, the transmissibility of a fault can be highly heterogeneous and influenced by many factors (Moretti, 1998; Zhang et al., 2011). The sealing or non-sealing nature of a fault depends on the time scale and may evolve...
over time (Aubert et al., 2021; Biryukov and Kuchuk, 2012; Moretti, 1998; Yaxley, 1987), due to possible seismic activities (Keranen et al., 2013), or injection pressurization and induced seismicity (Mosaheb and Zeidouni, 2018; Rutqvist et al., 2007).

Besides geological and geophysical based methods of identifying and evaluating faults (Takam Takougang et al., 2019; Wu and Hale, 2016; Zhang et al., 2011), pressure transient tests have also been used extensively for identifying and characterizing faults, based on their sealing ability and physical characteristics (such as distance to the well of interest, dip angle). The sealing ability attempts to quantify the fluid or pressure flow across the fault (Hosseini, 2019; Yaxley, 1987). However, the simplifying assumptions of this approach make it somewhat unsuitable for reservoirs with complex fault configurations (Liu et al., 2018; Pouladi et al., 2018). Other alternatives like numerical well testing and the Fast Marching Method (FMM) proposed by Pouladi et al. (2018) have limitations in terms of computational costs and their reliance on bottomhole pressure (BHP) data which may be unavailable in legacy oilfields. However, these approaches rely on BHP data for accurately making them less likely to apply to legacy oilfields.

Historical rate (injection and production) data are typically abundant in all fields including marginally economic fields, and contain information about well and reservoir behaviour (Albertoni and Lake, 2003; Jansen and Kelkar, 1997; Ogali and Orodu, 2020; Sorouch et al., 2014). Inferences on interwell connectivities are typically obtained from flooding schemes (Izgec and Kabir, 2012; Kavianii and Valko, 2010). This is because, they depend on well distances, heterogeneities (or reservoir characteristics) between wells and reservoir geometry (Yousefii et al., 2019).

Several studies investigated using readily available historical data to quantify connectivities between wells and consequently, optimize recovery from petroleum reservoirs. Malik et al. (1993) developed an approach based on hydraulic interwell connectivity concept to characterize interwell connectivities using historical rate data and static geological data. Jansen and Kelkar (1997) decomposed historical production data using Wavelet Transformation, to evaluate interwell relationships. Using Spearman rank correlations and historical rate data, Heffer et al. (1997) evaluated communications between injector-producer well pairs, and associated these well-pair interactions with geomechanics. Panda and Chopra (1998) applied artificial neural networks (ANN) to historical rate data and several other data sets to estimate injector-producer interactions in a heterogeneous-permeability field, thereby identifying permeability trends and flow barriers.

Soeriaatmadja and Kelkar (1999) evaluated injector-producer interactions, as well as possible influences (constructive and destructive interferences) between injectors and producers, using a statistical approach and superposition principle. Using weight factors and diffusivity filters, Albertoni and Lake (2003) applied constrained multivariate linear regression (MLR) to quantify injector-producer connectivities. The diffusivity filters, which depend on static reservoir properties, account for time lags between injector-producer well pairs. In 2005, Yousefii et al. presented the Capacitance-Resistance Model (CRM), a reduced physics approach to quantifying interwell interactions and predicting reservoir performance. Besides quantifying interwell connectivities, two other advantages of the CRM are its far less data requirements and speed (de Holanda et al., 2018; Sayarpour et al., 2009). Dinh and Tiab (2008) estimated injector-producer connectivities using the constrained MLR approach proposed by Albertoni and Lake (2003) and BHP data but, excluded diffusivity filters.

Other approaches that utilize production dynamic data have also been implemented to estimate interwell interactions. Liu et al. (2009) forecasted injector-producer relationships by applying the extended Kalman filter to historical rate data. Kavianii and Valko (2010) presented the multiwell productivity index to estimate interwell connectivity in a homogeneous synfield under several operating conditions. Quantifying interwell interactions based on historical rate data have been achieved using Finite Impulse Response (FIR) curves (Lee et al., 2009) and multivariate autoregressive model with exogenous inputs (M-ARX) (Lee et al., 2010).

Based on adequacy of interwell connectivity estimates, Shahvali et al. (2012) compared CRM and streamline simulation; Artun (2016) compared CRM and artificial neural networks. Gherabati et al. (2017) presented a reservoir network model for quantifying interwell formation characteristics using historical data, bottomhole pressure (BHP) data, along with well and reservoir boundary locations. Arunthavanathan et al. (2021) applied a hybrid deep learning approach to successfully detect and diagnose faults in a process system. This showcases the application of domain knowledge transferrable to other disciplines and as utilized in the hybrid networks by Wang et al. (2021) and Yu et al. (2021).

Using an interpretable recurrent graph neural network (GNN) as well as historical rate and BHP data, Wang et al. (2021) developed a model that simulates the energy exchange or “real interwell flow regularity” between wells, while incorporating the time-lag and attenuation phenomena. Yu et al. (2021) applied two-layer neural networks with a sparsity-promoting regularization function for interwell connectivity pattern estimation based on the weight of the network. They stated that the application of the regularization approach is hinged on reservoir engineering domain expertise.

However, physics-based approaches to interwell connectivity pattern recognition and estimation removes the black-box nature of neural networks, and can incorporate the application of diagnostic plots analogue to reservoir heterogeneity estimation plots like the Lorenz plot, and coefficients such as Koval factor, Gelhar-Axness, and Dykstra-Parsons. Another limitation of these neural network approaches is their strong reliance on BHP data for accuracy. Typically, BHP data are not available for legacy oilfields. Unlike these approaches, CRM has been tested for syn-reservoirs and field case studies without BHP data, with acceptable results. It is a simplistic, yet robust approach that incorporates statistical regression analysis, thereby avoiding the rigor, time and data consumption process of machine learning approaches, as well as reservoir numerical simulation that also requires detailed geological models as a backbone. The CRM was therefore used in this study to identify and characterize faults and flow barriers.

2. Capacitance resistance model

Based on total fluid mass balance and linear productivity index, Yousefii et al. (2005) introduced the capacitance-resistance model (CRM), a reduced physics approach that quantifies interwell connectivities using historical rate data and bottomhole pressure data if available. The CRM is a semi-analytical solution to an ordinary differential equation resulting from the combination of an advanced time-dependent Material Balance Equation and the Productivity Model (Soroush et al., 2014; Yousefii et al., 2019). It therefore yields an approximate representation of the dynamics of the system, using smaller set of fitting parameters (Moreno, 2013). These parameters are principally connectivity indices and time constants, which are “tuned” using historical rate (and possibly BHP) data (Kavianii et al., 2012; Sayarpour et al., 2009). The basic CRM is presented in Equation (1) (Yousefii et al., 2005).

$$\frac{dq}{dt} + \left\{ \frac{1}{\tau} \right\} q(t) = \left\{ \frac{1}{\tau} \right\} w(t) - \left\{ \frac{J}{\tau} \right\} \frac{dP_{wf}}{dt}$$

(1)

Where: $q(t)$ = production rate; $w(t)$ = injection rate; $P_{wf}$ = producer bottomhole flowing pressure (or BHP of producer); $J$ = producer productivity index; $\tau$ = time constant; $c_1 = \frac{C_1}{\mu} c_1$ = total compressibility; $V_p$ = pore volume.

Some of the main assumptions in deriving the CRM differential equation are: (i.) slightly compressible fluids and pore volume; (ii.) immiscible fluids (or phases) coexist with negligible capillary pressure; (iii.) instantaneous equilibrium within the control volume; and (iv.) temperature and productivity index are constant (Liang et al., 2007;
Consequently, the “initial” CRM could not accommodate: (a.) changes in number of active producers (introduction of new wells and/or shutting in wells for extended periods); (b.) large variations in fluid compressibility as seen in systems involving gas; (c.) well workovers, which substantially alter productivity indices of such wells; and (d.) presence of aquifer support (Altaheini et al., 2016).

Based on three different control volumes (entire field volume, producer drainage volume, and injector-producer drainage volume) and using superposition in time, Sayarpour et al. (2009) developed analytical solutions to the fundamental differential equation of CRM. The resulting CRMs are: (i.) CRM of a Tank (CRMT); (ii.) CRM of a Producer (CRMP); and (iii.) CRM of an Injector-Producer well-pair (CRMIP) respectively. By including injector-producer connectivity index to the CRMT proposed by Sayarpour et al. (2009), Chen et al. (2010) enabled the evaluation of the flow at the outer boundaries of a field of interest.

The segmented CRM and compensated CRM were presented by Sayarpour et al. (2012) to accommodate common field conditions, such as variations in number of active producers (due to additional producers or relatively-long shut-in periods of existing producers), and unavailability of BHP data accompanied by large BHP changes. Combining the CRM with a simple dynamic model, Moreno (2013) developed a multilayer CRM that accounted for variations in connectivities with time. Soroush et al. (2014) presented the Multi-well Compensated Capacitance Model (MCCM), a modification of the compensated CRM that accommodates variations in number of producers and skin factor of producers.

Altaheini et al. (2016) presented the CRMID, which combines the natural depletion of CRMP and the characterization ability of CRMIP. They also presented several workflows that improve the versatility of Kaviani et al. (2012) to accommodate common field conditions, such as reservoir compartmentalization and inter-reservoir communication. The segmented CRM and compensated CRM were presented by Sayarpour et al. (2012) to accommodate common field conditions, such as variations in number of active producers (due to additional producers or relatively-long shut-in periods of existing producers), and unavailability of BHP data accompanied by large BHP changes. Combining the CRM with a simple dynamic model, Moreno (2013) developed a multilayer CRM that accounted for variations in connectivities with time. Soroush et al. (2014) presented the Multi-well Compensated Capacitance Model (MCCM), a modification of the compensated CRM that accommodates variations in number of producers and skin factor of producers.

Altaheini et al. (2016) presented the CRMID, which combines the natural depletion of CRMP and the characterization ability of CRMIP. They also presented several workflows that improve the versatility of CRM. In order to reduce the CRM’s dependency on history matching length, Lesan et al. (2018) developed the dynamic CRM (DCRM), which considers dynamic time constants. Using gas density and average reservoir pressure, Yousefi et al. (2019) extended the application of CRM to compressible flow (immiscible gas flooding).

The CRM has been coupled with other models to improve its versatility, such as: (i.) fractional flow models (Gentil’s and Koval’s) (Li et al., 2007; Sayarpour et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2009); (ii.) aquifer models (Izgic et al., 2012; Izgic and Kabir, 2010, 2012); (iii.) decline curve analysis (Salazar et al., 2012); (iv.) production logging tool data and fractional flow model (Manghaderi and Pourafshary, 2013); (v.) two-phase model and fractional flow model (Cao et al., 2014); (vi.) heuristic methods and fractional flow model (Eshraghi et al., 2016); and (vii.) ensemble fractional flow model (Oliveira et al., 2021).

There have been diverse applications of CRM, such as: (i.) as waterflood management and optimization (Izgic, 2012; Li et al., 2007; Manghaderi and Pourafshary, 2013; Moreno, 2013; Oliveira et al., 2021; Sayarpour et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2009); primary recovery (Nguyen et al., 2011; Soroush and Rasaie, 2018), aquifer assessment and prediction (Izgic and Kabir, 2010, 2012; Izgic, 2012), performance prediction and optimization of gas flooding (Eshraghi et al., 2016; Laohamrunchavanpong et al., 2014; Yousefi et al., 2019) and reservoir characterization (Delshad et al., 2009; Jafrardi and Zhang, 2011; Mohamdally et al., 2018; Ogali and Orodu, 2020; Yousefi et al., 2006). As de Holanda et al. (2018) apply put it, CRM can be used to confirm the presence of faults (leaky or sealing), and high-permeability flow paths, evaluate reservoir compartmentalization and inter-reservoir communication, and optimize allocation of injection fluid to injectors during improved oil recovery.

Based on linear variation in injection rate (LVIR) and step variation in BHP (SVBHP), and possible interactions between a given producer and several injectors in a waterflood, the CRM used is presented in Equation (2).

$$\tilde{q}_i(t_s) = \frac{\text{Production\ Term}}{\text{Injection\ Term}} + \frac{\text{BHP\ Term}}{\text{Term}}$$

Where:

$$\text{Production\ Term} = q_i(t_s) \cdot e^{\left(\frac{b_0}{\tau_i} \right)}$$

$$\text{Injection\ Term} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \beta_{ij} \cdot \sum_{m=1}^{n} \left( e^{\left(\frac{b_0}{\tau_m} \right)} \cdot \right) + \right.$$}

$$\left. \left( \beta_{ij} \cdot \sum_{m=1}^{n} \left( e^{\left(\frac{b_0}{\tau_m} \right)} \cdot \right) P_{uvw}(t_m) \right) \right)$$

$$\text{BHP\ Term} = \sum_{k=1}^{P} \left( \tau_{kj} \cdot \left( e^{\left(\frac{b_0}{\tau_{kj}} \right)} \cdot \right) \right)$$

$$\text{Term} = \text{production rate of producer } j \text{ at time } t, \text{ estimated using CRM; } q_i(t_s) = \text{initial production rate of producer } j, \text{ at time } t; \text{ BHP}(t) = \text{BHP of producer at time } t.$$
A Flow Capacity (FC) Plot is a graphical representation of cumulative flow capacity ($kh$) versus cumulative storage capacity ($\phi h$). Initially developed for 2D vertical cross-section, non-communicating layered reservoirs, these plots are used for estimating layer injection sweep efficiency and can be used to quantitatively describe reservoir geology (Fanchi, 2010; Izgec, 2012; Yousef et al., 2006). Simply put, they were used to evaluate the relative flow of a layer due to its associated relative pore volume. The cumulative flow capacity and cumulative storage capacity are related to the permeability-thickness ($kh$) and porosity-thickness ($\phi h$) of the layers respectively. These parameters ($k$, $\phi$ and $h$) are typically obtained from core samples, ignoring the spatial relationships of the samples (Yousef et al., 2006).

Flow Capacity plots have also been developed from results of calibrating the CRM. These are called Dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) plots. According to Yousef et al. (2006), the $\lambda$ quantifies the flow capacity of an injector-producer well-pair; the $\lambda$ product can be used to quantify the storage capacity of an injector-producer well-pair. Considering that CRM is based on dynamic data (rate and BHP data), dFC plots may better reflect the flow path distribution, degree and type of communication (through channel, high-permeability streak, matrix) between injector-producer well-pairs (Izgec, 2012).

The fraction of total flow capacity provided by a given fraction of total storage capacity for an injector-producer well-pair, can be used to infer the presence of a reservoir seal (like a sealing fault) or high-permeability streak between the well-pair, and other geological features in the reservoir. The visually-inferred slope of the dFC curve between a well-pair is used to make these inferences: steep slope indicates a fracture or high-permeability streak; gentle or near-zero slope indicates a reservoir seal (Yousef et al., 2006). If the section of the dFC curve or line is parallel to the 45° line, this signifies "effective homogeneity" between the well-pair; the fraction of total storage capacity yielded by the reservoir is the same. These are summarized in Fig. 1.

Several studies (Delshad et al., 2009; Izgec, 2012; Lee et al., 2009; Yousef et al., 2006) have used the dFC plots to characterize areas of the reservoir in between wells. Although this diagnostic plot aids the reservoir characterization process, the qualitative nature of the assessment of the slopes of this curve leaves room for discrepancies in inferences. Consequently, Yousef et al. (2006) suggested that it should be combined with other sources of data for the reservoir characterization workflow.

A second limitation of dFC Plots relates to number of wells under consideration. When evaluating interactions between few wells, the dFC curve is discrete, consisting of several “straight lines”. Consequently, visual assessments of the slopes of the dFC curve for connectivity between well-pairs is feasible. However, as the number of well-pairs increases, the dFC curve becomes less discrete, approaching a continuous curve. Consequently, visual inspection of the slopes is no longer feasible. Thirdly, even when few wells are considered, it is impractical to evaluate the degree of communication between well-pairs that are closely spaced on the dFC Plot. Therefore, a diagnostic plot that addresses these limitations is necessary in the reservoir characterization workflow involving the CRM.

Combining calibrated CRM with geological data can provide more understanding on geological characteristics influencing connectivity (Soroush et al., 2014). Consequently, the results from calibrating CRM were combined with diagnostic plots, geological data and well data in order to characterize faults and identify flow barriers in a real field.

4. Methodology

Three cases involving waterflooded synfields were evaluated using the CRM. In each case, the CRM was calibrated using historical injection rates and liquid production rates. The calibrated CRM was thereafter used to develop diagnostic plots, such as the dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) Plots, for evaluating the "heterogeneity" of the synfields. Thereafter, the CRM and diagnostic plots were applied to a Far East Oil Field (FEOF). No BHP data was available in FEOF. Combining the calibrated CRM, geologic data, wells data and diagnostic plots, two selected faults in FEOF were characterized and, other flow barriers around the faults identified. A program developed using MathWorks MATLAB was used in calibrating CRM, via multivariate non-linear optimization.

5. Workflow for capacitance-resistance model

In this study, the CRM was implemented such that, the injection and BHP terms in the model were included only if these data sets were available. The BHP data were unavailable in this study. Consequently, only production and injection terms in the CRM ($\tau$, $\lambda$ and $\tau_q$) were optimized. Unlike the step-wise optimization approach proposed by Yousef et al. (2005), simultaneous optimization of all CRM parameters was implemented in this study, subject to several constraints.

Three optimization constraints were implemented. In one constraint, the range of values for the $\lambda$ of each injector-producer well-pair is between 0.0 and 1.0 ($0 \leq \lambda \leq 1$). For the second constraint, the sum of $\lambda$ for all injector-producer well-pairs of an injector was less than or equal to 1.0 (Kaviani et al., 2012). The time constant should be greater than the sampling rate of the data in order to determine the medium’s properties in the control volume (Yousef et al., 2006). Lower and upper bounds of time constants (LB and UB respectively) were specified.

The consistency in the estimations of $\lambda$ and $\tau$ improves with increasing sample size (number of data points). Large sample sizes (around four times the number of CRM unknowns) are therefore recommended to achieve optimum quality in CRM results (Sayarpour et al., 2009). However, Kaviani et al. (2012) stated that $\lambda$ and $\tau$ estimations are mostly consistent with small sample sizes and low-to-moderate amounts of noise in the data. Consequently, the size of the historical data was compared to the number of CRM unknowns, and appropriate time ranges were selected in order to capture interwell interactions as well as identify flow barriers.

The CRM parameters of all producers were optimized simultaneously using multivariate non-linear optimization, by concurrently matching the production history of all producers. The Objective Function ($ObjFcn$) to be minimized is presented in Equation (3).

$$ObjFcn = \frac{1}{N \times K} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left[ \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( q_i^{(n)} - q_i^{(n)} \right)^2 \right] \right\}$$

Where: $N$ = total number of time-steps (or periods); $K$ = total number of producers; $q_i^{(n)}$ = observed production rate of $j$th producer at $n$th time-step (or period); $q_i^{(n)}$ = CRM-estimated production rate of $j$th producer at
nth time-step (or period).

Three measures have been proposed in the literature for evaluating the performance of the CRM. These are: (i.) the coefficient of determination (or correlation coefficient, $R^2$); (ii.) the asymmetric coefficient (A); and (iii.) the modified coefficient of efficiency ($E_m$). The $R^2$ evaluates the “goodness of fit” of the CRM by comparing the CRM-generated production rates and the observed production rates, using Equation (4) (Legates and McCabe, 1999). The range of $R^2$ is 0.0 to 1.0. Several studies (Albertoni and Lake, 2003; Dinh and Tiab, 2008) used the asymmetric coefficient on symmetric, homogeneous and isotropic synthetic reservoirs. This is because, Jensen et al. (1997) stated that $R^2$ is a weak indicator of “goodness of fit”. However, the asymmetric coefficient cannot be applied to heterogeneous and anisotropic reservoirs. The $E_m$, obtained using Equation (5), ranges from $-\infty$ to 1.0 with higher values indicating better agreement between observed and estimated values (Legates and McCabe, 1999). Dinh and Tiab (2008) applied the $E_m$, although referring to it as “coefficient of determination”. In this study, $R^2$ and $E_m$ were used in evaluating the performance of the CRM. Both measures showed similar trends and thus, only the $R^2$ was reported.

$$R^2_j = \left( \frac{\sum\limits_{n=1}^{N} \left( \hat{q}_j^{(n)} - \bar{q}_j \right) \times (q_j^{(n)} - \bar{q}_j) }{\left( \sum\limits_{n=1}^{N} (\hat{q}_j^{(n)} - \bar{q}_j)^2 \right) \times \left( \sum\limits_{n=1}^{N} (q_j^{(n)} - \bar{q}_j)^2 \right)^{0.5}} \right)^2$$

(4)

$$E_{m,j} = 1.0 - \left( \frac{\sum\limits_{n=1}^{N} (q_j^{(n)} - \bar{q}_j)^2 }{\left( \sum\limits_{n=1}^{N} (\hat{q}_j^{(n)} - \bar{q}_j)^2 \right) \times \left( \sum\limits_{n=1}^{N} (q_j^{(n)} - \bar{q}_j)^2 \right)^{0.5}} \right)$$

(5)

Where: $q_j^{(n)} = $ observed production rate of jth producer at nth time-step (or period); $\hat{q}_j^{(n)} = $ CRM-estimated production rate of jth producer at nth time-step (or period); $\bar{q}_j = $ average of all observed production rates of jth producer during the history; $\bar{q}_j = $ average of all CRM-generated production rates of jth producer during the history; $N = $ total number of time-steps.

The application of CRM to synfields or real fields is based on a
generic workflow. Ogali and Orodu (2020) presented a generic workflow for calibrating the CRM, which involves several steps: (i.) selection of wells and time window (if necessary); (ii.) data collation within the time window; (iii.) parameter initialization; (iv.) non-linear optimization; (v.) evaluation of CRM-estimated rates. A flow chart for calibrating the CRM using historical data is presented in Fig. 2. The results from this workflow are optimized CRM parameters and CRM-estimated liquid production rates.

An Inference Guide developed by Ogali and Orodu (2020) for evaluating the level of connectivity between an injector-producer well-pair using optimized values of $\lambda$’s and $\tau$’s, is presented in Table 1. In this study, some of the optimized CRM parameters were used to develop diagnostic plots and subsequently, evaluate interwell connectivities and characterize the fields of interest.

### 6. Diagnostic plots used in inferring connectivities between wells

The optimized CRM parameters used to identify faults, flow barriers and high-permeability trends are the injector-producer connectivity indices ($\lambda_{ij}$) and time constant ($\tau_{ij}$). Log-log plots were created to quality-

---

**Table 1**: Inference Guide on Well-pair Connectivity based on Ranges of $\lambda_{ij}$’s and $\tau_{ij}$’s (Ogali and Orodu, 2020).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No.</th>
<th>Ranges for CRM Parameters</th>
<th>Inferences on Well-pair Connectivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>$\lambda_{ij} \approx 0$; $\tau_{ij} \approx$LB</td>
<td>No connectivity between injector-producer well-pair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>$\lambda_{ij} \approx 0$; $\tau_{ij} \rightarrow \infty$</td>
<td>No connectivity between injector-producer well-pair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>$\lambda_{ij} \rightarrow 0$; $\tau_{ij} &gt;$LB</td>
<td>Communication between injector-producer well-pair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a.) $0 &lt; \lambda_{ij} \leq 0.02$</td>
<td>Insignificant Connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b.) $0.02 &lt; \lambda_{ij} \leq 0.1$</td>
<td>Negligible Connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c.) $0.1 &lt; \lambda_{ij} \leq 0.2$</td>
<td>Significant Connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d.) $\lambda_{ij} &gt; 0.2$</td>
<td>Strong Connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>$\lambda_{ij} &gt; 0$; $\tau_{ij} \approx$LB</td>
<td>Apparent connectivity which is likely a false positive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
check the results from calibrating the CRM, ensuring that they were viable for assessing interwell connectivity around the selected faults in FEOF. Dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) Plots were generated using \( l_0 \)'s and \( t_0 \)'s. This involved computing the cumulative flow capacity (\( F_x \)) and cumulative storage capacity (\( C_x \)) using Equations (6) and (7) respectively.

\[
F_x = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{x} l_i \cdot x_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{x} l_i} \quad (6)
\]

\[
C_x = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{x} \left( l_i \cdot x_i \right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{x} l_i} \quad (7)
\]

Where: \( F_x \) = cumulative flow capacity of xth well-pair index; \( C_x \) = cumulative storage capacity of xth well-pair index. The data were arranged in order of decreasing \( 1/r \), such that \( x = 1 \) is the injector-producer well-pair with the smallest \( r \) and \( x = 1 \) is the well-pair with the largest \( r \). The dFC Plots can be developed from a producer standpoint (assessing interactions between a selected producer and surrounding injectors) or an injector standpoint (assessing interactions or influences between a selected injector and surrounding producers) (Yousef et al., 2006). In this study, it was developed from a producer standpoint.

Two limitations in applying the dFC Plots are: (i) the discrepancies that can occur from making inferences based on visual inspection of the slopes of the dFC curve; (ii) the increasing inability to make such inferences as the number of wells under consideration increases. Consequently, a new diagnostic plot that addresses these limitations is necessary.

Lake (1989) discussed two common measures of heterogeneity: the Lorenz coefficient (\( L_0 \)) and the Dysktra-Parson coefficient (\( V_{DP} \)). The Lorenz coefficient is computed from the Lorenz curve, which is based on the static flow capacity (FC) plot. This coefficient is defined as the area between the FC curve and a 45° line (homogeneous FC curve), obtained using Equation (8). Using the FC curve, the \( V_{DP} \) is computed with Equation (9), where \( F' \) is the gradient of the FC curve at the specified cumulative storage capacities. Both measures of heterogeneity range from 0.0 (homogeneous) to 1.0 (infinitely heterogeneous). Another measure of heterogeneity is the Koval Heterogeneity Factor (\( H_K \)), which directly relates to flow in permeable media (Koval, 1963). The range of \( H_K \) is 1.0 (homogeneous) to infinity (infinitely heterogeneous), and can be obtained from the FC curve using Equation (10) (Lake, 1989).

\[
L_0 = 2 \left( \int_0^1 FdC - \frac{1}{2} \right) \quad (8)
\]

\[
V_{DP} = \left( \frac{F_{C>0.5}}{F_{C>0.5}} - \frac{F_{C>0.44}}{F_{C>0.44}} \right) \quad (9)
\]

\[
H_K = \left( \frac{1 - C}{C} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{F}{1 - F} \right) \quad (10)
\]

A modified \( H_K \) (\( H_{K'} \)), obtained using Equation (11), was developed to evaluate interwell relations from the dFC Plots. The \( dF_x \) is the difference between the cumulative flow capacities of the xth well-pair and the (\( x-1 \))th well-pair; the \( dC_x \) is the difference in cumulative storage capacities of the xth well-pair and the (\( x-1 \))th well-pair. The range was 0.0 to infinity, indicating zero communication (likely presence of a sealing flow barrier) and instantaneous communication (likely presence of infinite-conductivity fractures) between the well-pair respectively. A well-pair in which the fraction of cumulative storage capacity yields the same fraction of cumulative flow capacity, has a \( H_{K'} \) of 1.0. The \( H_{K'} \) therefore quantified degree of communication based on flow capacities and storage capacities but, the range was too wide.

\[
H_{K'} = \left( 1 - \frac{dC_x}{dF_x} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{dF_x}{1 - dF_x} \right) = \left( \frac{1}{C_{x-1} - C_x} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{F_x - F_{x-1}}{1 - (F_x - F_{x-1})} \right) \quad (11)
\]

An index was developed based partly on the dFC workflow, called the Flow-Storage Index (\( I_{FS} \)). The range of \( I_{FS} \) is 0.0–1.0 indicating zero communication (likely presence of a sealing flow barrier) and instantaneous communication (likely presence of infinite-conductivity fractures) between the well-pair respectively. A well-pair with \( I_{FS} \) around 0.5 means that the fraction of cumulative storage capacity yields similar fraction of cumulative flow capacity, which is indicative of “effective” homogeneity in between the well-pair. The \( I_{FS} \) is computed using Equation (12), and has two limits.

\[
I_{FS} = \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{2 + \log \left( \frac{dF_x}{dC_x} \right) }{5} \right) = \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{2 + \log \left( \frac{F_x - F_{x-1}}{C_{x-1} - C_x} \right) }{5} \right) \quad (12)
\]

Using this index, the \( I_{FS} \) Plots (a new diagnostic plot) is developed. Connectivity indices and time constants may each vary within one order of magnitude, typically for homogenous synfields, as will be illustrated later in this study. However, in real fields, there is a tendency for these CRM parameters to vary in several orders of magnitude. Consequently, the limits in Equation (12) are necessary in making reasonable inferences on interwell communication. An injector-producer well-pair with \( l_0 = 0.0 \) will have \( I_{FS} = 0.000 \). In making deductions on interwell communication, especially in real fields, the \( I_{FS} \) is combined with time constants of the well-pair. This is in part because, the time constants tend to provide more insight into the geological conditions in between wells (Yousef et al., 2006).

One advantage of the \( I_{FS} \) Plot is its ability to display the selected well’s “perspective” in relation to other wells in the field. This is because, if \( I_{FS} \) Plots of producers are generated for instance, the surrounding injectors can be arranged in the same sequence for each producer. Consequently, it is possible to obtain each producer’s “view” of well interactions in the field in comparison to other producers, by evaluating the profiles in the \( I_{FS} \) Plots. Both diagnostic plots (dFC Plots and \( I_{FS} \) Plots) were combined with CRM results and other data sets in characterizing faults and identifying flow barriers in a real field.

An Inference Guide is therefore developed for utilizing the \( I_{FS} \) plots in determining interwell communication and consequently, characterizing a reservoir of interest. This is presented in Fig. 3. Using this guide, evaluations of interwell communication was carried out, and the results used to characterize the reservoir of interest.

7. Validation of CRM and diagnostic plots in evaluating interwell communication

Capacitance-Resistance Model and Diagnostic Plots were validated using three cases involving synfields, to quantify the degree of communication between the wells and consequently, identify geological conditions in the synfields. All synfields involve five (5) injectors and four (4) producers (all vertical wells) in 5-spot pattern waterflood, similar to the well placement consistently used in CRM-related studies (Kaviani et al., 2012; Mohamadally et al., 2018; Sayarpour et al., 2009; Yousef et al., 2005). The cases are:

1. Case A. This involves a Homogeneous Synfield with undersaturated oil. All producers have constant and equal bottomhole flowing pressure (BHPs) throughout the simulation period. Shortest injector-producer distance is 800 ft. The synfield dimensions are 31 × 31 × 5; the grid sizes are 80 ft × 80 ft × 12 ft. The oil, water and rock compressibilities are 5 × 10^{-6} psi^{-1}, 1 × 10^{-6} psi^{-1} and 1 × 10^{-6} psi^{-1} respectively. The end-point oil-water mobility ratio is unity.
Porosity is 18%, homogeneous horizontal permeability of 40 mD and vertical permeability of 4 mD. Injection Rates of injectors are presented in Figure A1; production rates of producers in this case are presented in Figure A2. The simulation spans 100 months, with monthly rate data, resulting in 100 data points.

2. Case B. This involves a Homogeneous Synfield mostly similar to Case A but, with homogeneous horizontal permeability of 5 mD and vertical permeability of 0.5 mD. There are two high-permeability fractures: one fracture between injector I-01 and producer P-01 with permeability of 1000 mD, and the other fracture is between injector I-03 and P-04 with permeability of 500 mD. The end-point oil-water mobility ratio is unity. The injection rates of injectors are the same as in Case A. The simulation spans 100 months, with monthly rate data, yielding 100 data points.

3. Case C. This also involves a Homogeneous Synfield mostly similar to Case A with homogeneous horizontal permeability of 40 mD with vertical permeability of 4 mD. There are no high-permeability fractures. However, a sealing fault completely divides the synfield into two compartments. The end-point oil-water mobility ratio is unity. The injection rates of injectors are the same as in Case A. The simulation spans 100 months, with monthly rate data, yielding 100 data points.

These cases are similar to those presented by Al-Yousef (2006). All wells in each case were perforated in all five layers. A summary of the synfield characteristics for each case is presented in Table 2. The well placements, as well as variations in geological conditions imposed in some of the cases, are summarized in Fig. 4. Total liquid production rates for all three synfield cases are presented in Figure A3. These synfields were used to validate the CRM and Diagnostic Plots before applying these tools to a real field, the Far East Oil Field (FEOF).

In this study, the units of all r’s were months, similar to the sampling rate in the historical data for all cases and FEOF. For the synfield cases however, the range of values for all r’s was a lower bound (LBr) of 0.6 month to an upper bound (UBr) of 10,000 months. In the FEOF, the LBr was 1/30.44 month (equivalent to 1 day) and the UBr was (10,000 × N) months, where N is the total number of data points.

8. Workflow for fault and reservoir characterization using the calibrated CRM, geological and well data

The CRM and Diagnostic Plots were used to characterize selected faults and identify other flow barriers in a real field. Based on the historical data in relation to the number of CRM unknowns necessary for fault characterization, an appropriate time window in history was selected. This coincided with periods when most of the selected wells were active during the history. However, not all producers were active at the beginning of the selected time window. For such producers, the initial production rate based on the selected time window (a parameter necessary in calibrating the CRM) will be zero. It was therefore possible to have zero initial production rates with corresponding large connectivity indices or, zero connectivity indices with corresponding large initial production rates (Altheini et al., 2016; Sayarpour et al., 2009).

In this study, the first production rate for a producer within the time window selected, was used as the producer’s “initial production rate”, \( q_i(t_0) \), which is a variable required in the Production Term of the CRM. For each producer, the time step for this “initial production rate” is the initial time-step \( t_0 \), meaning that \( t_0 \) varied for each producer. Injectors and producers on both sides of the fault of interest were selected, in order to assess communication across the fault. Several criteria were
used in the well selection process, which is discussed later. All CRM parameters for all producers were evaluated simultaneously, irrespective of when the producer became active during the selected time window.

The CRM was calibrated using the historical data from the selected time window. Thereafter, diagnostic plots derived from calibrated CRM were combined with CRM, as well as Geological and Wells Data to characterize the selected faults, identify flow barriers and consequently, characterize the field of interest. The generic workflow for this process involved several steps:

**S1. Selection of Wells and Calibration of CRM.** This involves several processes: (i.) wells around the fault(s) are selected systematically; and (ii.) historical rate data (and BHP data if available) are used to calibrate the CRM.

**S2. Creation of Diagnostic Plots.** Using results from CRM calibration, diagnostic plots are developed which aid the fault characterization process.

**S3. Collation of Geological Data and Wells Data.** Data from geological and well sources are collated and systematically summarized for integration in the characterization workflow.

**S4. Combination of All Data Sources for Fault Characterization.** The calibrated CRM and diagnostic plots are combined with geological and wells data for the fault characterization process. Using the calibrated CRM parameters, inferences on degrees of communication between wells in the real field, were based on the guide presented by Ogali and Orodu (2020). Based on the results of characterization, the structural map of the field is updated.

A flow chart for characterizing faults and identifying flow barriers is presented in Fig. 5. This workflow yields adequately characterized faults and flow barriers in the field of interest, using historical rate data, geological data and wells data. This workflow was implemented in this study, using data from a Far East Oil Field (FEOF).

**9. Reservoir description of the far east oil field (FEOF)**

The Far East Oil Field (FEOF) is in the South sub-block of a block in the Far East. It is separated from the North sub-block by a major sealing fault in the northeast direction (Fig. 6). The South sub-block comprises of anticlinal oil-bearing strata dipping north-westward with relatively small sand bodies and poor connectivities, and compartmentalized by a...
complex fault system. The faults, which are either normal faults or growth faults, have varying degrees of communication: non-sealing, partially sealing and sealing (Orodu et al., 2008).

The depositional environment is predominantly fluviodeltaic that occurred during the Paleogene period. The depth range of the oil-bearing strata is 1800 m to 2230 m, with low permeability (mostly less than 15 mD) and average porosity of 19%. Based on initial geologic models, the reservoir has 3 zones and 17 sub-layers that are heterogeneous, with large variations in reservoir thickness (laterally and with depth, ranging from 0.74 m up to 44 m) and poor horizontal and vertical connectivities. Lithologies include sandy conglomerates, sandstones and mudstones (Orodu, 2009).

Using permeability multipliers, tops, thickness and effective sand thickness from existing geologic models, Orodu et al. (2008) developed a dynamic model comprising 14 faults, with 3 growth faults that were limited in extent. Initially, assessments of early water breakthrough at producers under the influence of injector across a fault, were used to determine the nature of the fault (non-sealing, partially sealing or sealing). Thereafter, degrees of flow through the faults were quantified using fault transmissibility multipliers. The FEOF has alternating series of oil-water intervals with reservoir quality increasing with depth. The formation water is mostly fresh. It has negligible pressure support from edge water but no gas cap.

Petrophysical analysis of this field was based on an abundance of well-log data (such as acoustic logs, spontaneous potential logs, deep resistivity logs and mud-zone invaded resistivity logs), as well as core data from a few wells. Based on 822 data sets from 5 cored wells, average porosity is 19% with a range of 2.2%–29.5%, median of 20.3% and standard deviation of 4.2%; average permeability is 105 mD with a range of <1 mD to 2149 mD, median of 7 mD and standard deviation of 266 mD. Initial reservoir pressure and temperature are 2608 psia and 154 °F respectively. The reservoir fluid is a high-pour-point crude oil with the following characteristics: API gravity range of 25.9 °API to 36.3 °API; cloud point of 140 °F; pour point range of 108 °F to 147 °F; 12%–20% resin and asphaltene content; 37.5% wax content; and oil viscosity range of 3.83 cp to 9.67 cp. The initial formation volume factor and reservoir temperature.

Production enhancement was implemented in 1991 using acid fracturing. However, the improved production rate did not last. Thereafter, infill drilling was initiated in 1996 with the introduction of horizontal wells to improve production. The poor performance of this field was primarily due to the nature of the reservoir fluid, considering that the pour point and cloud point of the reservoir fluid are close to the reservoir temperature.

In this study, the degree of communication throughout the extent of two selected faults in FEOF was assessed using only historical (injection and production) rate data. Several wells on both sides of the faults were selected in order to quantify the degrees of communication between these wells, and identify other flow barriers around these faults.

11. Facies mapping of FEOF

The main depositional environment of FEOF is fluviodeltaic, with complex depositional structure and relatively small sand bodies. Based on well log data from 49 wells, the reservoir thickness varied from as low as 0.74 m to as high as 44 m, with 71% of the wells having reservoir thickness less than 17 m. Range of minimum thickness was 0.74 m–4.11 m, with mean of 1.86 m. Range of maximum thickness was 1.87 m–44 m, with mean of 14.8 m. The narrowest range of thickness variation was 0.93 m–1.87 m; the widest range was 4.11 m–44 m. There are essentially twelve depositional sedimentary environments in FEOF, based on an unpublished report. These were grouped into six depositional environments labelled “Facies 1” to “Facies 6”. The descriptions of the grouped facies are:
Facies 1: Flood Plain (silt, fine sand and mud);
Facies 2: Lake (lacustrine mud), Flood Basin (mud) and Flood Basin-Distributary Channel (mud);
Facies 3: Levee (river side silty-sand);
Facies 4: Mouth Bar;
Facies 5: Crevasse Splay Sand;
Facies 6: Main Channel (fluvial environment), Channel Sand (deltaic plain) and Channel Sand (deltaic front).

The FEOF was subdivided into three zones of 22 layers (I.Layer Nomenclature), based on sequence stratigraphy (Orodu, 2009). Some of these layers were combined, resulting in three zones and 17 layers (II. Layer Nomenclature). Based on the unpublished report, the perforation intervals of the wells in FEOF were reported using the I.Layer nomenclature. Due to data availability of “effective oil thickness”, facies variations throughout FEOF were reported using the II.Layer nomenclature. The layers in FEOF are heterogeneous with large variations in reservoir thickness (0.74 m–44 m) and poor horizontal connectivity (Orodu, 2009). The 3D Facies Model showing all 17 layers, as well as only Layer 1 and Layer 12 are presented in Fig. 7. The net pay thickness maps of Layers 1 and 12 are presented in Fig. 8a and b respectively. As shown, there are substantial variations in thickness laterally and with depth.

Two selected faults in FEOF, labelled Fault “A” and Fault “B”, were assessed using results from calibrating the CRM. Fault “A” has throws ranging from less than 5 m near the northern end of the fault to a maximum of about 30 m in the section around wells J37–63, J38–62 and J37-61. Fault “B” has throws with range of less than 5 m in the section near well J42-66 to about 15 m in the section near wells J37–67, J38–66 and J37-69 (see Fig. 6). Net pay intersection map showing several layers, their thicknesses and the intersection of Faults “A” and “B” are presented in Fig. 9.

For each fault, wells on either side of the fault were systematically selected. For each well, the facies for each layer were based on data from the Facies Map and the II.Layer nomenclature. Using the II.Layer nomenclature, data on perforation intervals of the selected wells were collated. The perforated layers of each injector were colour-coded; each colour depicting the range of reported injectivity of the well at that layer. Consequently, geologic data (the summarized facies models) and wells data (perforation data for wells) were combined with the calibrated CRM and Diagnostic Plots to characterize the selected faults in FEOF, and identify sealing baffles (flow barriers that are not due to facies discontinuity).

12. Selection of wells and other data sets for characterizing fault “a” in FEOF

Injectors and producers were selected on both sides of Fault “A”. The selection of these wells was based on cumulative water injection and cumulative liquid (oil + water) production respectively, shown in Fig. 10. Red and blue indicate cumulative oil and water production respectively; light-blue lines indicate cumulative water injection. Some wells with relatively low cumulative production or injection were chosen in some parts of the selected faults because, those were the only wells available for use in those parts of the faults. The likely injector-producer interactions in FEOF are also presented as black arrows but, these were not used in this study. It is important to note that none of the injectors or producers were active throughout the history.

Fault “A” is indicated in Figs. 7b and 11. The FEOF structural map showing the area of the selected wells around Fault “A” is presented in Fig. 11. Based on cumulative water injection for injectors and cumulative liquid production for producers, 24 wells (8 injectors and 16 producers) were initially selected for characterizing Fault “A”. Historical injection and production data of wells spanned 299 months, resulting in 299 data points. However, the wells were mostly active between the 55th month and the 252 nd month, resulting in 198 data points. Using only Production and Injection Terms in CRM, there will be 272 CRM parameters to optimize, which will possibly lead to sub-optimal results.

Consequently, 20 wells were selected for the characterization process: five injectors and six producers west of Fault “A”; three injectors and six producers east of the fault. Each well was assigned Arbitrary String Numbers (ASN), thereby identifying periods during the history when each well was active. The ASNs of 1–8 were assigned to the eight...
injectors while, 11 to 22 were assigned to the twelve producers. The ASN assignments are summarized in Fig. 12a, with blue indicating that the well is west of Fault “A” and red indicates wells east of the fault. A plot of ASN versus Time (in months) is presented in Fig. 12b, showing months when the selected wells were active during the history.

Using the Facies Map of FEOF (see Fig. 7), the facies of the selected wells in each of the 17 layers (ILayer nomenclature) were collated, and are presented in Fig. 13. This was necessary to incorporate the geology of FEOF in the characterization of Fault “A”. However, the indicated facies in each layer of the selected wells are not indicative of facies in between the wells. Two instances of facies variation are presented for Layers 1 and 12 in Fig. 7b and c respectively, showing lateral variation of facies in FEOF. Based on the ILayer nomenclature, data on perforation intervals of the selected wells (injectors and producers), as well as results from injectivity tests on injectors, were also collated and presented in Fig. 14. Only the injectors are colour-coded in Fig. 14, with each colour
representing the reported injectivity of the well in that perforation interval.

Simply put, the optimized CRM parameters were combined with geological data (summarized facies model) and well data (perforation data of selected wells and injectivity data of selected injectors) to characterize Fault “A” and identify sealing baffles (flow barriers not due to facies discontinuity). This involved evaluating the interwell connectivities in relation to variations in facies and perforation intervals between wells.

13. Selection of wells and other data sets for characterizing fault “B” in FEOF

Fault “B” is indicated in Figs. 7b and 11. The FEOF structural map showing the area of the selected wells around Fault “B” is presented in Fig. 11. Based on cumulative water injection and cumulative liquid (oil + water) production of injectors and producers respectively, as shown in Figs. 10 and 22 wells (6 injectors and 16 producers) were selected on both sides of Fault “B”. Four producers in the selection were, at some point in the history, converted to injectors. Such wells were represented as two wells. For instance, J37–67P represents well J37-67 when it was a
producer, while J37-67I represents well J37-67 when it was an injector. Using two wells to represent a producer that was later converted to an injector, was necessary to capture possible interactions between other injectors and such producers before they were converted to injectors. Two wells (J39-63 and X95) were included as injectors (J39-63I and X95I respectively) to evaluate possible well interactions with other wells around Fault “B”. However, the corresponding producer wells (J39-63P and X95P) were excluded because of low cumulative liquid production. In summary, 22 wells were selected comprising 3 injectors and 9 producers west of Fault “B”, as well as 3 injectors and 7 producers east of the fault.

Arbitrary String Numbers (ASN) were assigned to the selected wells, showing active periods of the wells during the history. The six injectors were allocated ASNs 1 to 6 while, 11 to 26 were assigned to the 16 producers. These ASN assignments are summarized in Fig. 15a, with blue indicating that the well is west of Fault “B” and red indicates wells east of the fault. A plot of ASN versus Time, showing periods when selected wells were active during history, is presented in Fig. 15b, showing months when the selected wells were active during the history.

Fig. 12. (a.) Arbitrary String Numbers (ASN) assigned to Selected Wells around Fault “A” (blue wells are west of fault, red wells are east of fault); (b.) Plot of ASN versus Time, showing periods when selected wells were active during history. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
in 229 data points. The light-orange shaded portion of the plot represents this. This time window (24th month to 229th month) was chosen to capture possible interactions between producers (which were later converted to injectors) and other injectors. Also, the number of data points is greater than 208, which is the number of CRM parameters to optimize using only Production and Injection Terms.

Using the Facies Map of FEOF (see Fig. 7), the facies of the selected wells in each of the 17 layers (ILayer nomenclature) were collated, and are presented in Fig. 16. Using this incorporates geology of FEOF in characterization of Fault “B”. It is also important to note that the indicated facies in each layer of the selected wells in Fig. 16 is not indicative of facies in between the wells. Data on perforation intervals of the selected wells (injectors and producers) and results from injectivity tests on injectors, which are based on the LLayer nomenclature, were collated and presented in Fig. 17. The reported injectivity of injectors are colour-coded in Fig. 17. The CRM was calibrated using historical injection and production data. The resulting CRM parameters were thereafter combined with diagnostic plots, geologic data (summarized facies model) and wells data (perforation and injectivity data of wells) to characterize Fault “B” and identify other flow barriers.

**Fig. 14.** Collation of Perforation Intervals at selected wells, with Injectivity of Injectors, using for characterizing Fault “A” in FEOF.

**Fig. 15.** (a.) Arbitrary String Numbers (ASN) assigned to selected Wells (blue wells are west of fault, red wells are east of fault); and (b.) Plot of ASN versus Time showing active periods of selected Wells around Fault “B”. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
Fig. 16. Collation of Facies at selected wells used for characterizing Fault “B” in FEOF.

Fig. 17. Collation of Perforation Intervals at selected wells, with Injectivity of Injectors, using for characterizing Fault “B” in FEOF.
14. Results

The CRM and Diagnostic Plots were validated using three synfield cases. These results are presented first. Thereafter, results from characterizing selected faults and identifying flow barriers in a real field are presented. This involved combining both tools with geological data and well data. Finally, the resulting structure map of the real field after fault characterization is presented.

15. Validation of CRM and diagnostic plots using synfield cases

Three synfield cases (Cases A, B and C) were used to validate CRM and the Diagnostic Plots. In Case A, the correlation coefficient for each producer was 0.9998. The producer time constants (in months) for P-01, P-02, P-03 and P-04 were 0.657, 0.784, 0.604 and 0.677 respectively. The injector-producer connectivity indices ($\lambda_{ij}$) and time constants ($\tau_{ij}$) for Case A are summarized in Fig. 18. For each injector, the sum of all $\lambda_{ij}$'s was equal to 1.00, meaning that all the injected fluid was accounted for. The $\lambda_{ij}$'s of all injector-producer well-pairs essentially have one of three values: (i) about 0.33 for close well-pairs of corner injectors; (ii) about 0.17 for distant well-pairs of corner injectors; and (iii) about 0.25 for the center injector, I-03, that communicates "equally" with all producers. Thus, well-pair distances affect the connectivity between injectors and producers.

Variations in $\tau_{ij}$'s are also influenced by well-pair distances: about 0.6 month for close well-pairs compared to about 0.8 month for distant well-pairs of corner injectors. With increasing well-pair distances, $\lambda_{ij}$'s decrease, while $\tau_{ij}$'s increase, showing an inverse relationship between $\lambda_{ij}$'s and $\tau_{ij}$'s. The $\lambda_{ij}$'s and $\tau_{ij}$'s are therefore independent of injection rates of injectors but are affected by well-pair distances. The Dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) Plots and Flow Storage Index ($I_{FS}$) Plots for all producers are presented in Fig. 19. For each producer, the dFC curve deviates slightly from the 45-degree “homogeneity” line. This essentially indicates that the synfield in question is homogeneous, with symmetrical interactions between injectors and producers. The $I_{FS}$ Plots also show the “homogeneity” between well-pairs of each producer; all injector-producer well-pairs have $I_{FS}$ of about 0.50. This means that for each producer, a fraction of flow capacity at the producer was caused by an equal fraction of storage capacity swept by the injector.

In Case B, the permeability was less than that of the base case (Case A), and two high-permeability fractures exist; one between I-01 and P-01 and one between I-03 and P-04 (see Fig. 4). Injector-producer connectivity indices and time constants are summarized in Fig. 18. Due to the high-permeability fractures, well-pairs of I-01 and P-01, as well as I-03 and P-04 have the highest connectivity indices ($\lambda_{ij} > 0.9$). This was because, nearly all the injected fluid in I-01 and I-03 influence production rates of P-01 and P-04 respectively. Consequently, there was essentially no communication between I-01 and distant producers P-03 and P-04. There was little communication between I-03 and other producers (P-02, P-03 and P-04) because, all producers were equidistant from the injector.

The dFC and $I_{FS}$ Plots for Case B are presented in Fig. 20. In producers

![Fig. 18. Optimized connectivity indices and time constants for all synfield cases.](image1)

![Fig. 19. Dynamic flow capacity (dFC) plots and flow storage index ($I_{FS}$) plots for all producers in Case A (Base Case).](image2)
P-01 and P-04, there were substantial deviations between the dFC line and the 45-degree line. This was due to the high-permeability fractures between I-01 and P-01 well-pair of P-01, and I-03 and P-04 well-pair of P-04. There were smaller deviations of the dFC lines for producer P-02 and P-03 because, interactions between these producers and surrounding injectors were not via any fractures. However, these interactions were affected by the well-pair interactions via fractures, as shown in the IFS Plots.

For P-03, injectors I-01 and I-03 had $I_{FS}$ less than 0.40 showing impaired communication, which was due to fractures between these injectors and other producers (P-01 and P-04 respectively). There were no fractures between injector I-04 and any producers. However, there was impaired communication between I-04 and P-03. This was due to the strong communication between I-03 and P-04 via a high-permeability fracture. The IFS Plots also show that, for the same well-pair distance, the interaction between I-01 and P-01 ($I_{FS} = 0.6591$) is stronger than that of I-03 and P-04 ($I_{FS} = 0.6182$), meaning that the 1000 mD fracture between I-01 and P-01 caused stronger communication than the 500 mD fracture between I-03 and P-04. Both diagnostic plots can be used to identify geological conditions in the synfield, with the IFS Plot showing more details about such conditions.

A sealing fault divides the synfield into two separate compartments in Case C (see Fig. 4). There were essentially zero connectivity indices between well-pairs on either sides of the sealing fault (Fig. 19). These were well-pairs involving: (i) producers P-01 and P-03 and injectors I-01, I-03 and I-04; and (ii) producers P-02 and P-04 and injectors I-02 and I-05. The time constants are substantially higher for non-communicating well-pairs. For well-pairs in the same compartment, there are strong connectivity indices ($I_{FS} > 0.2$) between the wells.

Dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) Plots and IFS Plots for Case C are presented in Fig. 21. There are small deviations between dFC lines of P-01 and P-04, and the 45-degree line. The deviations of the dFC lines for P-02 and P-03 are similar to those in the Case A, except that the wells are not “evenly spread” along the dFC line in this case. This shows that, except for the sealing fault that divides the synfield, the synfield is homogeneous.

One of the limitations in using the dFC Plots to characterize a field is the clustering of well-pairs on the dFC line, due to certain geological conditions. This is exemplified in Fig. 21, especially for producer P-03. The IFS Plot overcomes this limitation. A quick glance of the IFS Plots reveals the well-pairs on either side of the sealing fault. The values of $I_{FS}$ within the same compartment indicate that the synfield is homogeneous ($I_{FS} ≈ 0.50$). Both diagnostic plots identify geological conditions in a field of interest but the IFS Plot is precise.

16. Characterization of fault “a” and flow barrier detection in FEOF

Using historical injection and production data from the selected wells around Fault “A”, the CRM was calibrated. Using the calibrated CRM, liquid production rates of the selected wells were generated. The observed liquid production rates and CRM-generated rates for each of

![Fig. 20. Dynamic flow capacity (dFC) plots and flow storage index ($I_{FS}$) plots for all producers in Case B.](image)

![Fig. 21. Dynamic flow capacity (dFC) plots and flow storage index ($I_{FS}$) plots for all producers in Case C.](image)
the selected producers, as well as the correlation coefficient (R²) between these rates are presented in Fig. 22. The wells on either side of the fault were distinguished using “Well Left of Fault” (WLoF) and “Well Right of Fault” (WRoF).

Producer time constants (τ_j), injector-producer connectivity indices (λ_{ij}) and injector-producer time constants (τ_{ij}) were the calibrated CRM parameters. Producer time constants and sum of λ_{ij} for each injector, \(\sum \lambda_{ij}\), are presented in Fig. 23. The \(\sum \lambda_{ij}\) indicates the total fraction of injection water in each selected injector accounted for by the selected producers around the fault of interest. Based on the results from the CRM calibration, only two injectors (J37-61 and J39-63) had all their injected water accounted for.

The connectivity indices (λ_{ij}) of each injector-producer well-pair, and the τ_{ij}'s are presented in Fig. 24a and b respectively. The well names are...
colour-coded: wells left of the fault are indicated in blue; red indicates wells right of the fault. Only well-pairs with $\lambda_{ij} \approx 0.0$ and their corresponding $\tau_{ij}'s$ are shaded. There are 36 well-pairs with non-zero $\lambda_{ij}'s$.

Using these CRM parameters, the Dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) Plots and Flow Storage Index ($I_{FS}$) Plots were developed, and are presented in Figs. 25 and 26 respectively. Colour coding was also used to distinguish between wells left of the fault (LoF) and wells right of the fault (RoF). Presenting both dFC and $I_{FS}$ plots was necessary to showcase improvements in interwell communication assessment using $I_{FS}$ plots.

16.1. Producer J35-64

There appears to be connectivity between J35-64 and two injectors: J37-59 and J41-61 (Fig. 24a). No communication between J35-64 and other injectors is clearly shown in Figs. 24a and 26. On the dFC plot, these well-pairs were clustered, which may or may not indicate lack of communication. In the $I_{FS}$ plot however, it is clear that there is no communication between J35-64 which is left of Fault "A" and two injectors right of the fault: J35-65 (a nearby well) and J39-63. This is despite some facie continuity and similarity in perforation intervals (see
Figs. 13 and 14 respectively) between J35–64 and J35–65, meaning that the section of Fault “A” near J35–64 is sealing. Using the complete facie map (2 layers are shown in Fig. 7b and c), the zero connectivity between J35–64 and J39–63 is likely due to facie discontinuity.

The insignificant connectivity between J35–64 and injector J41–61 is essentially a false positive since the $\tau_{ij}$ is 0.04 month (about 1 day) because, a well-pair with that $\tau_{ij}$ will likely have a much higher $\lambda_{ij}$, especially considering the relative distance between these wells. Despite sand facie continuity in two layers, this is likely due to several factors: (i.) possible sealing section of Fault “A” near J35–64; (ii.) possible interwell interactions in between this well-pair; and (iii.) the relative distance of this well-pair. Consequently, the bar for this well in Fig. 26 is not shaded. Negligible communication between J35–64 and injector J39–63, both left of the fault, is corroborated by fault throw of about 15 m in between this well-pair, and facie thickness less than 3 m in more than 75% of the layers. There is strong connectivity between J36–64 and injector J35–65, both right of the fault. With negligible connectivity and limited sand facie continuity between the well-pair of J36–64 and injector J39–61, there may be some communication across some sections of Fault “A”. The lack of communication between J36–64 and two injectors (J39–63 and J41–61), despite some similarities in perforation intervals (see Fig. 14), is likely largely due to sand facie discontinuity in most layers and other well-pair interactions between these well-pairs.

In spite of the “non-zero” $\lambda_{ij}$, there is essentially no communication between J36–64 and J37–63 (see Figs. 24–26). This is either due to other well-pair interactions between this well-pair and/or no communication across sections of the fault in between this well-pair. Considering that $\tau_{ij} = 0.09$ month (about 3 days) and the relative well-pair distance, the negligible connectivity between J36–64 and J37–63 is a false positive. No connectivity exists between J36–64 and injector J37–59.

16.2. **Producer J36-64**

Zero communication between J36–64 and injector J35–63 means that the section of Fault “A” near J36–64 is sealing (see Figs. 24 and 26); a deduction not apparent with only Fig. 25 because of the cluster of well-pairs. This is corroborated by fault throw of about 15 m in between this well-pair, and facie thickness less than 3 m in more than 75% of the layers. There is strong connectivity between J36–64 and injector J35–65, both right of the fault. With negligible connectivity and limited sand facie continuity between the well-pair of J36–64 and injector J39–61, there may be some communication across some sections of Fault “A”. The lack of communication between J36–64 and two injectors (J39–63 and J41–61), despite some similarities in perforation intervals (see Fig. 14), is likely largely due to sand facie discontinuity in most layers and other well-pair interactions between these well-pairs.

In spite of the “non-zero” $\lambda_{ij}$, there is essentially no communication between J36–64 and J37–63 (see Figs. 24–26). This is either due to other well-pair interactions between this well-pair and/or no communication across sections of the fault in between this well-pair. Considering that $\tau_{ij} = 0.09$ month (about 3 days) and the relative well-pair distance, the negligible connectivity between J36–64 and J37–63 is a false positive. No connectivity exists between J36–64 and injector J37–59.

16.3. **Producer J74**

Despite limited sand facie continuity and similarities in perforation intervals (see Figs. 7, 13 and 14), there is no connectivity between J74 and injector J39–63. With substantial variations in sand facie thickness between these wells, this corroborates the possibility of facie discontinuity north of J39–63, as deduced from the well-pairs of producers J35–64 and J36–64 with injector J39–63. Zero connectivity between J74 and injector J35–65 is likely due to other well-pair interactions in
between this well-pair. No communication between J74 and injectors J39-61 and J39-57 that are left of the fault, means that several sections along Fault “A” are likely sealing.

In spite of substantial communication between J74 and injectors J35-63 and J37-61, as shown in Figs. 25 and 26, there is negligible connectivity between these well-pairs (Fig. 24). This negligible connectivity means that the section of Fault “A” just south of J36-64 is partially sealing. Based on dFC and IFS plots, the negligible connectivity and large time constant between J74 and injector J37-59 is likely due to other well-pair interactions in between this well-pair. Despite limited sand facie continuity, there appears to be significant connectivity between J74 and injector J41-61.

16.4. Producer J36-62

Two injectors, J37-61 and J39-63, have non-zero connectivity indices with J36-62. The communication between J36-62 and J39-63 shows that the section of Fault “A” near J37-63 is likely partially sealing. Zero connectivity between J36-62 and injector J35-65 corroborates the deduced sealing section of Fault “A” near producers J35-64 and J36-64. Despite facie continuity and similarities in perforation intervals between J36-62 and injector J35-63, there is zero connectivity and communication (Figs. 24 and 26). There is the possibility of a sealing baffle between this well-pair. Lack of communication between J36-62 and injector J39-61 in spite of limited sand facie continuity is likely due to the strong connectivity between J36-62 and injector J37-61. Zero connectivity between J36-62 and injectors J35-59 and J39-57 even with some sand facie continuity and similar perforation intervals is likely due to other interwell interactions. Possible sealing sections along Fault “A” and facies discontinuities are likely the reason for zero connectivity between J36-62 and injector J41-61.

16.5. Producer J37-63

There is negligible communication between J37-63 and injector J37-61, meaning that the section of Fault “A” near J37-63 is partially sealing. This is corroborated by the significant connectivity between J36-62 and injector J39-63. Despite limited sand facie continuity (see Fig. 7), there is significant connectivity (Fig. 24) and high communication (Fig. 26) between J37-63 and injector J41-61, both right of Fault “A”. The negligible connectivity (Fig. 24) and partial communication (Fig. 26) between J37-63 and J37-59 corroborates that the section of Fault “A” near J37-63 is partially sealing. The zero connectivity between J37-63 and injector J39-57 is due to: (i.) sand facie discontinuity; and (ii.) other interwell interactions between this well-pair. Zero connectivity between J37-63 and injector J39-61 is likely due to other well-pair interactions in between this well-pair, as well as sealing sections along Fault “A”. Lack of communication between J37-63 and J39-63, despite facie continuity in several layers with corresponding facie thickness greater than 2 m, could mean that there is a sealing baffle between this well-pair. Despite sand facie continuity in fewer layers, the zero connectivity between J37-63 and J35-63 corroborates the flow barrier just north of J36-62 that extends close to Fault “A”. Interactions between other well-pairs likely led to no communication between J37-63 and J35-65.

16.6. Producer J38-62

Zero connectivity between J38-62 and injector J35-63 is due to limited sand facie continuity and substantial facie thickness variation between this well-pair. Interactions between other wells likely led to zero connectivity between J38-62 and injector J35-65. The zero connectivity between J38-62 and injector J39-63, in spite of sand facie continuity in several layers with layer thickness greater than 2 m, means that there is likely a sealing baffle between this well-pair, which extends to in between producer J37-63 and injector J39-63. The strong connectivity between J38-62 and injector J37-61 shows that the section of Fault “A” just west of J38-62 is not sealing. Zero connectivity indices between J38-62 and injectors J37-59 and J39-57, is likely due to limited sand facie continuity and other well interactions between the well-pair. Zero connectivity between J38-62 and injector J39-61 confirms that the section of Fault “A” near J39-61 is sealing. Limited sand facie continuity with substantial variation in thickness, and other well-pair interactions likely led to the zero connectivity between J38-62 and injector J41-61.

The dFC plot depicts equal flow capacity per storage capacity (or “homogeneity”) between J38-62 and injector J37-61 (Fig. 25). This is also depicted in the IFS plot, with IFS = 0.500 (Fig. 26). This occurred because, this producer has non-zero connectivity index with only one of the selected injectors. These depictions of “homogeneity” from these diagnostic plots shows that they are better suited for multi-well interactions with a selected producer or injector, but not for one well-pair.

16.7. Producer J38-60

The significant connectivity between J38-60 and injector J37-61 is likely a false positive, considering that the τij is 0.03 month (Fig. 24b). However, ample sand facie continuity in several layers with layer thickness greater than 1.5 m, and the relative distance between this well-pair make the “false positive” inference questionable. Therefore, there is likely high (not necessarily extreme) communication between this well-pair (see Figs. 3 and 26). The negligible connectivity between J38-60 and injector J37-59 is questionable, considering that the τij is 0.03 month. This however does not mean that there is no communication between these wells. The insignificant connectivity (Fig. 24) and extreme communication (Fig. 26) between the J38-60 and injector J37-59 is a false positive considering: (i.) the τij is 0.04 month; (ii.) the sand facie discontinuities between the wells (see Fig. 7); (iii.) the relative distance between the wells; and (iii.) other interwell interactions in between this well-pair.

There is negligible connectivity between J38-60 and injector J39-61, both left of the fault. Despite some similarities in facies and perforation intervals at the wells (see Figs. 13 and 14), limited facie continuity and other interwell interactions led to zero connectivity between J38-60 and injector J35-63. Zero connectivity between J38-60 and injector J35-65 is likely due to several sealing sections of Fault “A” as well as interactions of other well-pairs in between this well-pair. The well-pairs of J38-60 and injectors J39-63 and J41-61 have sand facie continuity in few layers but zero connectivity, confirming the sealing section of Fault “A” near injector J39-61.

16.8. Producer J40-62

Significant connectivity between J40-62 and injector J37-61 confirms the “not sealing” section of Fault “A” near J38-62. Zero connectivity between J40-62 and two injectors (J39-61 and J37-59) left of Fault “A” confirms the sealing section of Fault “A” near J39-61. With essentially no facie continuity, several sealing sections of Fault “A” and the influences of other interwell interactions, the well-pair of J40-62 and injector J39-57 has zero connectivity. The negligible connectivity but extreme communication (IFS > 0.75) between J40-62 and injector J41-61, both right of the fault, is questionable. A combination of strong connectivity and high time constant were obtained for the well-pair of J40-62 and injector J39-63, resulting in impaired communication as shown in Fig. 26. Zero connectivity indices between J40-62 and injectors J35-65 and J35-63 are due to: (i.) almost no sand facie continuity coupled with significant layer thickness variations; (ii.) other well-pair interactions; and (iii.) several sealing sections of Fault “A”.

16.9. Producer J37-57

The zero connectivity between J37-57 and injector J35-65 are due to: (i.) almost no sand facie continuity between the wells; (ii.) other
interwell interactions; (iii.) the large well-pair distance; and (iv.) several sealing sections along Fault “A”. Negligible and substantial connectivities between J37-57 and injectors J35-63 and J37-61 respectively, are due to sand facie continuity in several layers between these wells. Interestingly, there is zero connectivity between J37-57 and injector J37-59, which is likely due to other interwell interactions (J36–58 and J37–59). Despite sand facie continuity in few layers between J37-57 and injector J39-63, the significant connectivity and impaired communication ($\tau_{ij} = 0.439$) of this well-pair is rather bizarre, considering several sealing sections of Fault “A” between the well-pair.

Zero connectivity between J37-57 and injector J39-59 is likely due to other interwell interactions and possible fluid property variations, considering the sand facie continuity in several layers (see Figs. 7 and 13) as well as similar perforation intervals (see Fig. 14) between this well-pair. There is insignificant connectivity between J37-57 and injector J41-61 that is east of Fault “A”. This means that there is some communication across the section of the fault in between these well-pairs. The zero connectivity between J37-57 and injector J39-61 is likely due to the negligible connectivity between J38-58 and J39-61. This is because, J38-58 is in between J37–57 and J39-61, thereby possibly hindering communication between these wells.

16.10. **Producer J38-58**

Negligible connectivity between J38-58 and injector J41-61 confirms the deduced communication across the section of the fault in between injector J41-61 and producers J37–57 and J38-58. This section is likely partially sealing. The well-pair of J38-58 and injector J39-61 have negligible connectivity and impaired communication (see Figs. 25 and 26). The insignificant connectivity between J38-58 and injector J39-63 is a false positive, since $\tau_{ij} = 0.03$ month (about 1 day), and corroborates the questionable significant connectivity between J38-58 and J39-61. Negligible connectivities exist between J38-58 and injectors J37-59 and J39-57 with $\tau_{ij}$’s of 0.55 month and 0.53 month respectively, thereby resulting in seemingly high communication between these well-pairs (see Figs. 25 and 26). These connectivities are therefore questionable. Zero connectivity and communication between J38-58 and two relatively distant injectors (J35-63 and J35-65) is due to: (i.) other interwell interactions; (ii.) sand facies discontinuity; (iii.) several sealing sections of Fault “A”. This also confirms the sealing baffle south of J35-63. Considering sand facie continuity in several layers, interwell communication between other well-pairs likely led to the zero connectivity between J38-58 and injector J37-61.

16.11. **Producer J40-58**

Limited facie continuity, substantial thickness variations and other interwell interactions likely caused the zero communication between J40-58 and injector J39-61. Strong connectivity exists between J40-58 and injector J41-61, showing that there is communication across the section of Fault “A” in between these wells. However, the $\tau_{ij}$ is high (19.1 months for that connectivity index, which confirms that that section is partially sealing. There is no communication between J40-58 and several injectors: J35–63, J35–65, J37–61 and J39-63. This is due to: (i.) several sealing sections along Fault “A”; (ii.) Interactions of other well-pairs; and (iii.) the sealing baffle south of J35-63. With sand facie continuity in few layers and similar perforation intervals, the zero connectivity between J40-58 and injectors J37–59 and J39-57 is likely due to other interwell communications, such as the negligible connectivity between J38-58 and J37-59 with relatively shorter well-pair distance. The strong connectivity between J40-58 and injector J41-61 corroborates the partial sealing inference of the section of Fault “A” in between this well-pair.

Similar to the observation in producer J38–62, J40-58 has non-zero connectivity with only one injector, J41-61. The dFC plot therefore depicts equal flow capacity per storage capacity (or “homogeneity”) between this well pair (Fig. 25). Also, the $I_{ps} = 0.500$ for this well-pair (Fig. 26). This therefore confirms that these diagnostic plots are better suited for multi-well interactions with a selected producer or injector, but not for one well-pair.

16.12. **Producer J40-60**

Besides the well-pair of J40-60 and injector J41-61 having $\tau_{ij} = 0.03$ month with negligible connectivity ($\tau_{ij} = 0.037$), the well-pair also appears to have an infinite conductivity path as shown in Figs. 25 and 26, which is clearly contradictory. Thus, this connectivity is a false positive. Zero communication between J40-60 and injector J39-61 confirms the sealing section of Fault “A” near J39-61. This sealing section is also corroborated by the zero communication between J40-60 and injector J37-61. Limited sand facie continuity and other interwell interactions led to the zero connectivity between J40-60 and injector J39-63. Several sealing sections along Fault “A”, other well-pair interactions and the sealing baffle south of J35-63, led to zero connectivity between J40-60 and injectors J35-65 and J35-63. Substantial and negligible connectivities between J40-60 and injectors J37-59 and J39-57 respectively, indicate that the section of the fault west of J40-60 is partially sealing. This is also confirmed by the interactions between injector J41-61 and three producers left of the fault: J40–58, J37–57 and J38-58.

17. **Characterization of fault “B” and flow barrier detection in FEOF**

The CRM was also calibrated using historical injection and production data from selected faults around Fault “B” in the Far East Oil Field (FEOF). Thereafter, the calibrated CRM was used to generate liquid production rates of the selected producers. Comparison between observed liquid production rates and CRM-generated liquid production rates, as well as the respective correlation coefficients ($R^2$) between these rates, are presented in Fig. 27. The wells on either side of the fault were distinguished using “Well Left of Fault” (WLoF) and “Well Right of Fault” (WRoF).

Calibrated CRM parameters were producer time constants ($\tau_{ij}$), injector-producer connectivity indices ($\lambda_{ij}$) and injector-producer time constants ($\tau_{ij}$). The producer time constants and sum of $\lambda_{ij}$ for each injector, $\Sigma\lambda_{ip}$ are presented in Fig. 28. Based on the results from the CRM calibration, only one injector (XS951) had nearly all its injected water accounted for, while injector J39-69J essentially did not influence any of the selected producers.

The $\lambda_{ij}$‘s and $\tau_{ij}$‘s of each injector-producer well-pair are presented in Fig. 29a and b respectively. The well names are colour-coded: wells left of the fault are indicated in blue; red indicates wells right of the fault. Only well-pairs with $\lambda_{ij} \approx 0.0$ and their corresponding $\tau_{ij}$‘s are shaded. There are 40 well-pairs with non-zero $\lambda_{ij}$‘s. Using these CRM parameters, the Dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) Plots and Flow Storage Index ($I_{ps}$) Plots were developed, and are presented in Figs. 30 and 31 respectively. Using colour-coding, wells left of the fault (LoF) were distinguished from those right of the fault (RoF). The dFC and $I_{ps}$ plots were both presented to showcase improvements in interwell communication assessment using $I_{ps}$ plots.

17.1. **Producer J37–67P**

There is zero connectivity between J37–67P and injector J37-671 (Fig. 25a). This is expected since both wells are actually J37-67 operated as producer and injector respectively. The insignificant connectivity between J37–67P and injector J41-671 (which is right of the fault) is likely a false positive since this $\tau_{ij} = 0.14$ month (Fig. 25b) for this well-pair. Zero communication between J37–67P and injector XS951 (both left of the fault) is likely due to other interwell interactions and limited sand facie continuity between this well-pair. Although J37–67P has zero connectivity with other injectors (J39-69J, J40-64J and J43-
Fig. 27. Plots of Observed Production Rates ($q_{\text{Observed}}$) and CRM-generated Production Rates ($q_{\text{CRM}}$) for producers around Fault “B” in FEOF.

Fig. 28. (a.) Plots of Producer Time Constants ($\tau_j$); and (b.) Sum of Injector-Producer Connectivity Indices ($\sum \lambda_{ij}$) for each Injector, around Fault “B” in FEOF.
67I), which could lead to several inferences, an examination of the active periods of these well-pairs during the entire history (see Fig. 15) reveals that the other injectors and J37–67P were not active during the same period, leading to zero connectivity between these well-pairs.

Equal flow capacity per storage capacity (or “homogeneity”) between J37–67P and J41-67I, is depicted by the dFC plot and IFS plots (IFS = 0.500), as shown in Figs. 30 and 31 respectively. This is because, this well-pair is the only well-pair with non-zero $\tau_{ij}$ for the selected wells. Thus, these diagnostic plots are better suited for evaluating multi-well interactions between a selected well and surrounding wells, not for one well-pair.

**17.1.1. Producer J37-65**

In spite of sand facie continuity in several layers and similarities in perforation intervals (see Figs. 7, 16 and 17), there is zero connectivity between J37–65 and J37-67I (Fig. 29). This is likely due to one of several possibilities: (i) the interplay of fluid property variations between the well-pair; and (ii) substantial thickness variations in at least 50% of the layers with sand facie continuity. Zero connectivity and no communication (Figs. 29–31) between J37-65 and injector J39-69I confirms that the section of Fault “B” between producers J37–67P and J37-65 (left of the fault) and injector J39-69I is sealing. Zero connectivity between J37-65 and injector J40-64I is likely due to limited sand facie continuity and other well-pair interactions, such as between producer J39-65 and J40-64I. Due to the zero communication between J37-65 and injector J41-67I, the section of Fault “B” near J41-67I is likely sealing.

There is strong connectivity between J37-65 and injector J43-67I. This is however contradicted with very high $\tau_{ij}$ (Fig. 29b) and impaired communication (Fig. 31). There is also strong connectivity between J37-65 and injector X951 with relatively high $\tau_{ij}$ for that connectivity index, which is depicted as communication via high-permeability streaks in dFC and IFS plots (see Figs. 30 and 31 respectively). Considering sand facie discontinuities and the relative distances of these well-pairs, the inferred “strong connectivities” are therefore questionable, and depicted by empty bars in the IFS plot.

**17.1.2. Producer J74**

There is significant connectivity between J74 and injector J37-67I, both left of Fault “B”. This is depicted, howbeit exaggerated, as strong communication in dFC and IFS plots. Zero communication between J74 and injector J39-69I confirms that the section of the fault between these well-pair is sealing, extending from the section between two producers (J37–67P and J37-65) left of the fault and injector J39-69I. Similar to the well-pair of J37-65 and J40-64I, the zero communication between J74 and injector J40-64I is likely due to limited sand facie continuity and other well-pair interactions. There is no communication between J74 and injector J41-67I, confirming that the section of the fault near J41-67I is sealing. There is significant communication between J74 and injector J43-67I, meaning that part of Fault “B” near J43-67I might be partially sealing. Strong connectivity exists between J74 and injector X951, combined with very high $\tau_{ij}$. This well-pair therefore has impaired communication (see Fig. 31), meaning that this “strong connectivity” is questionable.

**17.1.3. Producer J39-67**

There is negligible connectivity between J39-67 and injector J37-67I, both left of Fault “B”. The sealing section of the fault extends up to just right of J39-67, resulting in zero connectivity between J39-67 and injector J39-69I. Zero connectivity between J39-67 and injector J40-64I is likely due to other well-pair interactions, especially between producer J39-65 and J40-64I. Zero communication between J39-67 and injector J41-67I confirms the sealing section of the fault near J41-67I. Several sealing sections of the fault, as well as other well-pair interactions led to no communication between J39-67 and two injectors: J43-67I and X951. Again, the dFC and IFS plots depicted the single well-pair having non-zero $\lambda_q$ as having equal flow capacity per storage capacity.

**17.1.4. Producer J40-70**

There is negligible connectivity between J40-70 and injector J37-67I. This therefore means that a section of the fault near well J38-66 is likely partially sealing. Despite sand facie continuity in several layers and facie thickness greater than 2 m in most of these layers, there is no communication between J40-70 and injector J39-69I, both right of Fault “B”. Being active during similar periods in history (see Fig. 15), howbeit some differences in perforation intervals (see Fig. 17), it is evident that J39-69I did not influence any of the selected producers. Zero communication between J40-70 and injector J40-64I is likely due to several sealing sections along Fault “B” as well as interactions of other well-pairs. The negligible connectivity between J40-70 and injector J41-67I is a false positive, since $\tau_{ij} = 0.04$ month (about 1 day). This deduction is confirmed by the appearance of well-pair communication via infinite conductivity fractures as depicted by the dFC and IFS plots (Figs. 30 and 31). There is negligible connectivity and consequently, impaired communication between J40-70 and injector J43-67I, both right of the fault. This is likely due to other interwell interactions and the relative distance of the well-pair. Zero connectivity and communication between J40-70 and injector X951 is due several sealing sections of
Fault “B” and other well-pair interactions.

17.1.5. Producer J39-65

There is no communication between J39-65 and injector J37-67I, both left of Fault “B”. This is likely due to other well-pair interactions. The insignificant connectivity between J39-65 and injector J39-69I, which is depicted as near-zero flow capacity per storage capacity and communication via highly conductive flow paths in the dFC and f5 plots respectively, is a false positive since, $\tau_{ij} = 0.09$ month (about 2.5 days). There is significant communication between J39-65 and injector J40-64I, both left of Fault “B”, due to sand facie continuity in few layers and similarities in perforation intervals. The negligible and insignificant connectivities between J39-65 and injectors J41-67I and J43-67I respectively, which as both right of the fault, confirms that the section of the fault near J41-67I is partially sealing. The zero connectivity between J39-65 and injector XS95I is likely due to two factors: (i.) other well-pair interactions; and (ii.) the section of Fault “B” near XS95I is likely sealing.

17.1.6. Producer J40-68

The negligible connectivity between J40-68 and injector J37-67I confirms that the section of Fault “B” near J37-67 is partially sealing.

Fig. 30. Dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) Plots of selected producers and injectors around Fault “B” in FEOF.
Zero communication between J40-68 and injector J39-69I is likely due to limited sand facies continuity (see Fig. 7) with substantial thickness variations (see Fig. 8). Zero connectivity between J40-68 and injector J40-64I confirms that the section of the fault near J39-65 is sealing. In spite of sand facies continuity in nearly half of the layers, and facies thickness of up to 5.5 m between the well-pair, there is no communication between J40-68 and injector J41-67I. This is likely due to other well-pair interactions, such as between producer J42-66 and J41-67I.

Due to other well-pair interactions, there is negligible connectivity and impaired communication \((I_{FS} = 0.438)\) between J40-68 and injector J41-67I, both right of Fault “B”, despite sand facies continuity in several layers. Insignificant connectivity and impaired communication between J41-69 and injector J43-67I is likely due to other well-pair interactions. Negligible connectivity between J41-69 and injector XS95I, which is depicted as communication via infinite conductivity fractures in dFC and \(I_{FS}\) plots, is likely a false positive.

17.1.7. Producer J41-69

The insignificant connectivity between J41-69 and injector J37-67I confirms that the section of Fault “B” near J37-67 is partially sealing. There is zero connectivity between J41-69 and J39-69I. Zero connectivity between J41-69 and injector J40-64I is likely due to other well-pair interactions, and limited sand facies continuity between the well-pair. Other well-pair interactions and substantial sand facies thickness variations led to zero connectivity between J41-69 and injector J41-67I, both right of Fault “B”, despite sand facies continuity in several layers. Insignificant connectivity and impaired communication between J41-69 and injector J43-67I is likely due to other well-pair interactions.
17.1.8. Producer J40–64P

Other well-pair interactions likely led to negligible communication between J40–64P and injector J37-67I. Zero communication between J40–64P and injector J39-69I confirms the sealing section of Fault “B” near J39-67. The zero connectivity between J40–64P and J40-64I is expected since both wells represent the same well operated as producer and injector respectively. Negligible connectivity between J40–64P and injector J41-67I confirms that the section of Fault “B” near J41-67 is partially sealing. Communication between J40–64P and J37-67I well-pair and J40–64P and J41-67I well-pair are somewhat similar, resulting in fairly normal communication between these well-pairs ($\lambda_{ij} \approx 0.5$), as shown in the $\lambda_{ij}$ plot. Zero connectivity and communication between J40–64P and J43-67I well-pair, as well as J40–64P and XS95I well-pair confirm that the sections of Fault “B” near these injectors are sealing.

17.1.9. Producer J40-63

There is no communication between J40-63 and injector J37-67I both left of the fault, likely due to interference from other well-pairs in between. With essentially no sand facie connectivity and negligible sealing sections of Fault “B” between J40-63 and injector J39-69I, there is zero connectivity and communication. The well-pair of J40-63 and injector J40-64I has a combination of strong connectivity and very high $\tau_{ij}$, which makes the “strong connectivity” questionable. The insignificant connectivity between communication between J40-63 and injector J41-67I is likely a false positive since $\tau_{ij} = 0.05$ month (about 1.5 days). There is negligible connectivity between J40-63 and injector J43-67I, which is depicted as communication via infinite conductivity fractures in dFC and $\lambda_{ij}$ plots. Consequently, this “negligible connectivity” is questionable. In spite of the good communication between J40-63 and XS95I as depicted in the $\lambda_{ij}$ plot, a combination of strong connectivity ($\lambda_{ij} > 0.2$) with high $\tau_{ij}$ makes this “good communication” somewhat questionable.

17.1.10. Producer J41-65

Interactions between other wells and relative distance of the well-pair likely led to the zero connectivity between J41-65 and injector J37-67I. The zero connectivity between J41-65 and injector J39-69I confirms the sealing sections of Fault “B” in this well-pair. There is insignificant connectivity between J41-65 and injector J40-64I, represented at improved communication in dFC and $\lambda_{ij}$ plots. The negligible connectivity between J41-65 and injector J41-67I confirms that the section of Fault “B” near J41-67 is partially sealing. In spite of the reported connectivities between J41-65 and these two injectors (J40-64I and J41-67I), the $\lambda_{ij}$ plot also depicts the effect of relative distance of these wells on their communication. Lack of connectivity and communication between J41-65 and injector J43-67I confirms that the section of the fault near J42-66 extending southwards is sealing. Zero connectivity between J41-65 and XS95I confirms that the section of the fault near XS95I is sealing.

17.1.11. Producer J42-66

The zero connectivity between J42-66 and injector J37-67P is likely due to several sealing sections of Fault “B” as well as other well-pair interactions. There is also zero connectivity between J42-66 and injector J39-69I, likely due to other well-pair interactions. Zero communication between J42-66 and injector J40-64I confirms that the section of Fault “B” near J42-66 is sealing. Significant connectivity and high $\lambda_{ij}$ plots between J42-66 and J41-67I between this well-pair (see Figs. 29 and 31, respectively). Although there appears to be strong connectivity between J42-66 and injector J43-67I, the $\lambda_{ij}$ plot depicts this as impaired communication, meaning that this strong connectivity is likely questionable. Considering the negligible connectivity between J42-66 and injector XS95I, combined with $\tau_{ij} = 0.04$ month and the portrayal of communication via infinite conductivity fractures in dFC and $\lambda_{ij}$ plots, the apparent communication of this well-pair is a false positive.


With the exception of XS95I, there is zero connectivity between J41–67P and other selected injectors on both sides of the fault. A close look at the Activity Plot (see Fig. 15b) reveals that J41–67P was not active when these other selected injectors were active, leading to these zero connectivities. The zero connectivity between J41–67P and J41-67I is expected since both wells represent the same well operated as producer and injector respectively. There is insignificant connectivity between J41–67P and injector XS95I. However, this is a likely false positive since $\tau_{ij} = 0.11$ month. The depictions of “normal communication” between this well-pair using the dFC and $\lambda_{ij}$ plots are because, this is the only non-zero $\lambda_{ij}$ well-pair for J41-65.

17.1.13. Producer J41-163

The strong connectivity (Fig. 29) and impaired communication (Fig. 31) between J41-163 and injector J37-67I, despite limited sand facie continuity between the wells (Fig. 7), the large relative distance of the well-pair (Fig. 11), interference from other well-pair interactions, and the relatively high $\tau_{ij}$ for that connectivity index, is questionable. Despite the depiction of “normal” communication between J41-163 and injector J39-69I (Fig. 31), the insignificant connectivity between this well-pair (Fig. 29a) is actually no connection (Fig. 30) because, both wells were active at different periods in history (Fig. 15b). There is strong connectivity between J41-163 and injector J40-64I, both left of the fault. The negligible connectivity between J41-163 and injector J43-67I confirms the partially sealing section of Fault “B” near J41-67. Zero connectivity between J41-163 and injector J43-67I confirms that the section of the fault in between this well-pair is sealing, extending from the section near J42-66. There is no communication between J41-163 and injector XS95I, both left of the fault.


Zero connectivity between J43–67P and injector J37-67I is likely due to other well-pair interactions and several sealing sections of Fault “B”. There is zero connectivity between J43–67P and two injectors: J39-69I and J40-64I. On examining the Activity Plot (see Fig. 15b), J43–67P was not active during the periods J39-69I and J40-64I were active, leading to no communication between these wells. There is significant connectivity between J43–67P and injector J41-67. Since this is the only non-zero $\lambda_{ij}$ well-pair for J43–67P, the dFC and $\lambda_{ij}$ plots depict this as “normal communication” ($\lambda_{ij} = 0.500$). Producer J43–67P and injector J43-67I represent well J43-67I operated as producer and injector respectively and therefore, the zero connectivity between them is expected. Zero connectivity between J43–67P and injector XS95I confirms that the section near XS95 is sealed.

17.1.15. Producer J44-68

The negligible connectivity between J44-68 and injector J37-67I confirms that the section of Fault “B” near J37-67I is partially sealing. The well-pair of J44–68 and J39-69I has zero connectivity, likely due to almost no sand facie continuity between the well-pair and other well-pair interactions. Zero connectivity between J44-68 and injector J40-64I confirms that the section of Fault “B” near J42-66 is sealing. The negligible connectivity between J44-68 and injector J41-67I, which is depicted as communication via infinite conductivity fractures in dFC and $\lambda_{ij}$ plots, is a false positive since $\tau_{ij} = 0.05$ month (about 1.5 days).

There is significant connectivity and slightly impaired communication ($\lambda_{ij} = 0.451$) between J44-68 and injector J37-67I near XS95I is sealing. This is the only non-zero $\lambda_{ij}$ well-pair for J43–67P, the dFC and $\lambda_{ij}$ plots depict this as “normal communication” ($\lambda_{ij} = 0.500$). Producer J43–67P and injector J43-67I represent well J43-67I operated as producer and injector respectively and therefore, the zero connectivity between them is expected. Zero connectivity between J43–67P and injector XS95I confirms that the section near XS95 is sealed.

18. Discussion

Unlike the Dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) plots, the Flow Storage Index ($\lambda_{ij}$) plot presented in this study, is a new diagnostic plot used to capture and infer interwell communications in a reservoir of interest,
irrespective of the geological conditions (presence of high-permeability flow paths and/or flow barriers) of the reservoir. Although yielding acceptable results, the CRM does not perfectly estimate production rates of the selected wells after calibration, especially when applied to real fields. Therefore, some non-zero connectivity indices obtained from CRM calibration may be false positives or questionable. Another important advantage of IFS plots is the ability to identify such false positives and questionable connectivities in assessments of well-pair connectivities, as shown in the Inference Guide provided. For instance, a non-zero connectivity well-pair is a false positive if the interwell connectivity index ($\lambda_{ij}$) is less than 0.05 ($\lambda_{ij} < 0.05$) and the $I_{FS}$ of that well-pair is greater than 0.60 ($I_{FS} > 0.60$). The connectivity of a well-pair with strong connectivity ($\lambda_{ij} > 0.2$) and partial communication ($I_{FS} < 0.40$) is likely questionable.

The Workflow and Flowchart developed for incorporating Geological and Well data sets, can accommodate more data sets if available, or fewer data sets that those used in this study. The combination of the calibrated CRM, diagnostic plots, Geological Data (Complete and Summarized Facies Maps, and Net Pay Thickness Maps) and Well Data (Summarized Perforation and Injectivity Data) was used to characterize two selected faults (Faults "A" and "B") in a Far East Oil Field (FEOF).

Based on the results, Fault "A" has three sealing sections, three partially sealing sections and one non-sealing section. There is one sealing baffle on each side of Fault "A". These sealing baffles prevented communication between well-pairs on the same side of the fault as well as on either side. Fault "B" is largely sealing with three sealing sections and two partially sealing sections. No sealing baffle was identified on each side of Fault "B". Based on the near-zero sum of connectivity indices ($\sum \lambda_{ij} = 0.0041$), geological data and the analyses of interwell interactions, injector J39-69I essentially did not communicate with the selected producers around Fault "B". Substantial facie and layer thickness variations laterally with depth around J39-69I prevented interwell interactions with the selected producers. The characterized selected faults and the identified sealing baffles in FEOF are presented in Fig. 32.

This approach also resolves some inconsistencies in the Facies Map and Thickness Maps, using the calibrated CRM and Diagnostic Plots. The $I_{FS}$ plots accommodate erroneously inferable interwell communications between some well-pairs via the calibrated CRM by quality-checking them, and identifying false positives or questionable interwell connectivities. They also provide the “perspective” of each producer for instance, on communications between wells in the reservoir. Consequently, using far fewer and readily available data from oilfields, the approach and tools presented in this study can quicken the reservoir characterization workflow, enabling identification of non-sealing sections of faults and sealing baffles, before careful investigations of such sections and baffles.

19. Conclusion

The Capacitance-Resistance Model is a reduced physics model that has been successfully applied to waterflood performance prediction and optimization, gas flood optimization and reservoir characterization. In reservoir characterization, the CRM has been used to identify preferential transmissibility trends and flow barriers. In one study, the CRM...
was applied to fault characterization of a real reservoir.

A diagnostic plot (the Flow Storage Index plot) and an iterative workflow were developed and validated using three synfield cases. Thereafter, optimized CRM parameters were combined with diagnostic ($I_{FS}$) plots, geological and well data to effectively characterize two selected faults and identify other flow barriers in a Far East Oil Field (FEOF). Based on the results, one fault had several sections with varying degrees of communication, and one sealing baffle on either side of the fault. The second selected fault was mostly sealing with no sealing baffles identified around the fault.

The Flow Storage Index ($I_{FS}$) plot addressed the limitations of the Dynamic Flow Capacity (dFC) plots. Although the CRM did not perfectly estimate production rates in the real field, the $I_{FS}$ plots were used to quality-check the interwell connectivities obtained from CRM, identifying false positives and questionable interwell connectivities, thereby substantially improving the characterization of the selected faults. The $I_{FS}$ plots can also display the selected well’s “perspective” in relation to other selected wells in field. The workflow presented can accommodate more data sets if available, or fewer data sets than used in this study. It also resolves some inconsistencies in the Facies and Thickness maps, which can lead to erroneous interwell communication inferences.

Combined with other data sources, the CRM and Diagnostic Plots can be used to corroborate the results of Interference Testing, Tracer Test and 4D Seismic, in detecting and characterizing faults, as well as a cost-effective reservoir management and characterization tool.
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**NOMENCLATURE**

- $q(t)$ production rate at time $t$
- $w(t)$ injection rate at time $t$
- $P_{wf}$ bottomhole flowing pressure (BHP)
- $t$ time
- $J$ productivity index
- $\tau$ time constant
- $c_{tr}$ total compressibility
- $V_p$ pore volume
- $\hat{q}(t)$ production rate at time $t$, estimated using CRM
- $q(t_0)$ initial production rate, or production rate prior to analysis period
- $\lambda_{ij}$ interwell connectivity index between injector-producer well-pair
- $N_i$ total number of injectors interacting with a producer
- $I$ total number of injectors
- $K$ total number of producers
- $N$ total number of time-steps
- $\nu$ interwell connectivity between producer-producer well-pair
- $LB\tau$ lower bound of time constant
- $UB\tau$ upper bound of time constant
- $R^2$ coefficient of determination, or correlation coefficient
- $E_m$ modified coefficient of efficiency
- $\bar{q}$ mean of observed production rates, during the analysis period
- $\bar{\hat{q}}$ mean of estimated production rates from CRM, during the analysis period
- $F$ Flow Capacity
- $C$ Storage Capacity
- $L_c$ Lorenz Coefficient
- $V_{DP}$ Dysktra-Parsons Coefficient
- $H_K$ Koval Heterogeneity Factor
- $H'_K$ Modified Koval Heterogeneity Factor
- $I_{FS}$ Flow Storage Index

**Subscripts and Superscripts**

- $i$ injector index
- $j$ producer index
- $k$ producer BHP index
- $m$ number of the time-step
- $n$ number of the current time-step
- $x$ well-pair index
APPENDIX

Fig. A1. Injection Rates of Injectors used in the Synfield Cases.

Fig. A2. Liquid Production Rates of Producers in Case A of the Synfield Cases.

Fig. A3. Total Liquid Production Rates for the Synfield Cases.
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